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In this hands-on lab, you experience a workflow that could be applied to a weekend project or a large
scale construction effort. Using Autodesk® ReCap™ in the cloud, you record a complex as-built
condition using photos/photogrammetry and generate a 3D Model. Autodesk® FormIt™ and
Autodesk® Vasari, which allow quick prototyping of complex design ideas, are used to simulate and
visualize a variety of options for a sculptural wall installation. The Adaptive Components feature of
FormIt and Vasari is used to create a beautiful tiling pattern and generate an ACIS solid object. The
resulting object is exported to Autodesk® 123D® Make software where it is prepared for fabrication
with 3D printing for prototyping and CNC router and laser cutter for final installation. We provide
examples and worksets along with visuals projects by UC Berkeley graduate architecture student
Alexandra Bergin and Autodesk Program Manager Michael Bergin.

Learning Objectives
At the end of this class, you will be able to:
•

Record an as-built condition using ReCap Photo

•

Create a sculptural surface using FormIt and Vasari software

•

Apply the adaptive components feature of FormIt to design a 3-dimensional pattern family

•

Use 123D Make to create digital fabrication data to send to a 3D printer

About the Speakers
Michael Bergin is a Program Manager and Researcher at Autodesk.His design and research work has
been published by ArchDaily, The Guardian and Fast Company. Michael has worked with Architecture
and Engineering firms throughout the East Coast and California to develop strategies for leveraging
parametric design software. He has contributed his expertise to a wide variety of projects including
several hospitals, high rise mixed-use and mid-rise residential projects. Michael received his Master of
Architecture from University of California, Berkeley's College of Environmental Design.
Alexandra Bergin is a graduate student in Architecture at UC Berkeley and a Building Information
Modeling (BIM) Manager at Balfour Beatty Construction. She has worked as a BIM and VDC
implementation and training consultant for clients including NASA, Autodesk and Parsons Brinckerhoff.
She has worked with the IFC interoperability team at Lawrence Berkeley National Labs and holds a
Bachelors in Cognitive Science and Design from Hampshire College in Amherst,Massachusetts.
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Record an as-built condition using ReCap Photo
Download the 123D Catch Application from the Apple App Store or PC
This component of the workshop will not be covered due to time constraints.

3D Printing for Architecture
Applications for Additive Manufacturing
3D Printers have been used for prototyping of architectural models
Types of 3D Printers

Print Type

Process

Material

Printers

FDM
Fused Deposition
Modeling

Extrusion of heated
filament deposited
onto bed in layers.

Plastics
ABS, PLA

Makerbot,
Dimension,
TypeAMachines

SLA
Stereolithography

Spray liquid resin and
cure with UV light in
layers.

Plastics, Rubber,
Variety of Colors

Powder

Layer of powder is
laid out and bonded
using adhesive

‘Sandstone’, MultiColor

Z-Corp, Voxeljet

SLS

Laser sinters powder
and bonds
incremental layers

Metals

Phenix, sPro

Objet, Projet, iPro,
Form1
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Create a Surface for Subdivision in Revit or Vasari
‘Lofting’ a Surface
Create two or more shapes that can be lofted together to form a new surface. Then select the
‘Create Form’ or use the CF Shortcut to blend the shapes together and form a surface.

After you have created the form, you will need to divide the surface for panelization.
Divide the surface with the standard 12 x 12 panels.

The next step is to turn on ‘Nodes’ at the intersections of the panel points to host our Adaptive
Components.
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Expand the ‘Surface Representation’ Options
by selecting the small arrow at the bottom
right of the panel, highlighted in Red.
Then enable ‘Nodes’ by clicking in the check
box, this will allow you to snap to grid
intersections and apply panels.

Installing a Panelized Adaptive Component on the Surface
Loading the Adaptive Component
There are two adaptive component families that are made available –

These have been developed to create a smooth exterior and interior surface and a closed solid
body without overlapping components for a clean 3D printed model.
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Load the Adaptive Component into the Conceptual Mass/Surface with Nodes enabled and
select four points on the surface to host the panel. These will correspond to the order in which
they are programmed in the family.

Select the ‘Repeater’ which has replaced the ‘Array’ Function This will cause the panel to
propagate across the surfaces and create a water tight solid model.
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Export the Panelized Surface as an STL File
Installing the Revit STL Exporter
Download the free plug-in for Revit and Vasari, the Revit STL Exporter through download from
the Autodesk Exchange Apps web store at http://apps.exchange.autodesk.com
Search for Revit STL Exporter and download the free plug-in for Revit 2013 and Revit 2014.
The plug-in also works for Autodesk Vasari Beta 3.

Using this process will generate a mesh that is
sub-optimal. There are several ways to
process the mesh for 3D Printing including :
•
•
•
•

Autodesk 3D Print Utility
Meshmixer
NetFabb
Rhinoceros / Grasshopper
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Process the STL File for 3D Printing
Download the Autodesk 3D Print Utility
Download the free utility from http://apps.123dapp.com/3dprint/install.html

The 3D Print Utility will open your STL file and allow you to select the 3D Printer. The program
has several useful functions beyond previewing the build size, time and repairing the STL mesh.

Minimize :
Will optimize the orientation of the model to minimize support material in the print, for printers
that utilize support material.
Hollow :
Create a hollow interior to a solid model, for the model shown this would not be recommended.
Thicken :
For single surfaces, the 3D Print Utility will attempt to thicken uniformly.
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Printing the Model
Start the machine-specific software that controls production of G-Code
For the MakerBot – this software is the freely available MakerWare
Selecting ‘Print’ from within the Autodesk 3D Print Utility will bring you to this screen :

Having a successful 3D Print requires knowledge of the printer and of the potential issues that
can occur with prints. For more information on how to ensure a successful 3D Print, please view
the support forums or documentation for the specific printer that you are utilizing.
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